
HOSPITALS & CLINICS

Custom solutions focus on the safety of patients and operators, with the goal of preventing medical 
errors. Custom understands the importance of all phases of care and how strategic the instant capture of 
sensitive data is to each of them. Our printing and scanning systems are integrated solutions that meet the 
diverse needs of the hospital environment: admission and access control, wards, laboratories, pharmacy, 
and internal logistics. Digitizing processes, patients, and resources ensures continuous monitoring and safe 
hospital stays. 

Integrated technology solutions to ensure
new levels of safety for patients, staff, and
all resources involved. 

Specialized monitoring systems that 
communicate across each phase of the
patient’s stay, from admission to discharge.

Reliable tools to capture, monitor, and
share sensitive data in real time, anywhere, 
anytime.

Equipment designed to prevent human errors, 
instantly capturing readings and updating 
information in real-time.

INCREASED SAFETY REDUCED ERRORS

IMPROVED CARE
PATHWAY

FACILITATED
BEST PRACTICES
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Our integrated printing and reading solutions for barcodes, 
patient and staff identifiers and identification wristbands 
guarantee efficient access control and clear verification of 
identity. Custom’s printing systems include color printing 
technologies, and 1D/2D and RFID codes. Custom scanners 
enable data capture in a secure and efficient manner.

Home treatment may be provided due to a number 
of patient conditions, or environmental factors. To 
optimize this type of mobile intervention, Custom 
offers a combination of portable tools for both indoor 
and outdoor data scanning and printing, thanks to LTE 
data modules and Bluetooth® technology.

To reduce queues and optimize admission procedures in 
complete security, Custom offers self-service kiosks that 
integrate advanced printing systems.

Custom offers tools to capture and monitor accurate data on the patient and on his/
her care pathway, including on the move. Custom’s mobile computers are equipped 
with LTE data modules and 1D/2D scanners; functions perfect for easily updating clinical 
information, anywhere and in real time, and for quickly responding to specific requests 
such as drug-patient matching.

Drug management is essential to ensure that the correct stock levels 
are maintained and expired items are removed. Custom solutions 
include advanced technologies, such as label printers (color and 
B/W) and mobile computers for scanning 1D/2D codes, for accurate 
and reliable inventory control, improving services to patients and 
reducing waste and costs.

Integrated solutions help to optimize procedures securely, 
ensuring samples and results match. Custom scanners and 
mobile computers are used by laboratory personnel to capture, 
catalog, and read data. 
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In addition, Custom’s experience in designing medical 
instrumentation with on-demand solutions responds
to the specific needs of the hospital environment.
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LABEL & WRISTBAND PRINTERS 

MOBILE COMPUTER

PANEL PRINTERS 

KIOSK PRINTERS

KIOSK SCANNER

BARCODE READERS 

PORTABLE PRINTERS 
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Prints color wristbands.
Prints color NFC badges.

Prints color medication labels.

1D/2D barcode scanning.
Clinical record lookup.

Prints test results.
Prints intervention reports.

Queue management.
Prints self-service receipts.

2D self-service barcode reading.

Prints patient identification labels. 
Prints sample labels.

1D/2D barcode scanning.
Inventory lookup.

Prints test results.
Prints intervention reports.

Queue management.
Prints self-service receipts.

2D self-service barcode reading.

Prints B/W patient ID wristbands.
Prints wristbands with RFID technology.

Scans sample barcodes.
Scans patient codes.

Prints test results.
Prints intervention reports.

Prints prescriptions.
Prints receipts.


